In multilevel situations graded category responses are often converted to points scores and linear models for continuous normal responses fitted. This is particularly prevalent in educational research. Generalised multilevel ordinal models for response categories are developed and contrasted in some respects with these normal models. Attention is given to the analysis of a large database of the General Certificate of Education Advanced Level examinations in England and Wales. Ordinal models appear to have advantages in facilitating the study of institutional differences in more detail. Of particular importance is the flexibility offered by logit models with non-proportionally changing odds. Examples are given of the richer contrasts of institutional and sub-group differences that may be evaluated. Appropriate widely available software for this approach is also discussed.
Introduction
In the England and Wales public examinations systems the reporting of pass results is by grades: A* -E for General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) and grades A-E for the Advanced (A) level General Certificate of Education. Principally for purposes of selection to higher education, the A-level grades are converted to a University Central Admissions Service (UCAS) tariff of points scores. These are scored for each subject examination taken (A=10, B=8, C=6, D=4, E=2, with F indicating unclassified or fail at 0). They are then often summed to provide a total point score for each candidate in assessing student achievement. Typical diets are three or four of these subjects but some students take more or less, with the latter also offering on occasion other qualifications at this level. Most research on A-level examinations to date, particularly in studies of school effectiveness, has used either the point score by subject or such summative scores and they are used in this form by government in the production of 'performance indicators' or 'league tables' (O'Donoghue et al., 1996) . One of the drawbacks to the use of scores is that information is lost about the actual distribution over grades in particular subjects, when inferences are made at the level of the school. A school mean score in a particular subject could be the result of different individual student grade distributions. Thus an average score could be produced by most students performing very close to the median grade or by some performing very well and some very badly; the distinction between two such schools potentially being important.
The present paper develops explanatory models for the actual grades and compares these with the standard point scoring system. The aim is to gain additional insights from using the former as opposed to the latter models. This is done using multilevel models which recognise the essentially hierarchical nature of examination data with students nested within schools. For the point scoring system standard Normal theory models are applied, whilst for the grades less well known ordered categorical response models are used. A technical advantage of the latter lies in the fact that they do not require strong scaling assumptions, merely the existence of an ordering. They are also not subject to estimation problems arising from grouped observations of an assumed continuous response scale.
Further they do not require a basic normality assumption over the scale, although this is not problematic in the point scores used in our examples. It is also possible that the use of the ordered categorical models will result in models with fewer higher order fixed or random effect parameters to fit the data. Many of these comparative criteria are reviewed in Fielding (1999 Fielding ( , 2002 .
In Section 2 we discuss the source of our database, the variables available and the educational context of the application. Section 3 reviews normal theory continuous response multilevel models and we stress the importance in our context of allowing random regression coefficients. Multilevel models for ordered categories are introduced in Section 4 . Existing work on such models using a variety of estimation procedures (e.g. Ezzett and Whitehead,1991; Jansen, 1990; Harville and Mee, 1984; Gibbons, 1994, 1996; Chan et al, 1998 ) is extended since methods in our software allows more flexibility in allowing random coefficient specifications. We also consider estimation of specific random residual effects. Section 5 compares results on the normal points score and ordered models for our application and highlights methodological and substantive points of interest. Section 6, 7 and 8 detail some important consequences about prior ability GCSE effects, the prediction of A level grades, and the use of residual estimates for institution value added.
In Section 9 we extend ordinal logit models by considering non proportional changing odds for fixed effect variables such as gender in similar ways to Hedeker and Mermelstein (1998) . Saei and McGilchrist (1998) also allow non proportional fixed time effects in panel data. However we entertain the possibility of more complexity and also consider developments by considering non proportional multilevel random effects for our institutions. The latter prove very informative in the context of our application. We conclude in the discussion by focusing on the practical significance of the results, show that the more complex models may improve fit, and consider future directions.
Whilst a central thrust of this paper is methodological, some important substantive results emerge, especially in terms of gender differences and institutional variation. These are highlighted by the use of the variants of the multilevel ordered category response models considered.
Data and source
In this paper we utilise information provided by the U.K. Department for Education and Employment (DfEE) from its database of linked A/AS-level and GCSE examination results (O'Donoghue et al., 1996) . The AS (Advanced Supplementary) qualifications are intermediate ones usually taken after one year of study. Grades are usually scored at one half the corresponding A level grade. Each individual's outcomes for each subject and qualification are recorded. Additionally a limited range of information is available on certain background factors. We have student's gender, date of birth and previous educational achievements, as well as the type of their educational establishment, local education authority, region and examination board.
In this study, we concentrate on A level outcomes in 1997 for two subjects: Chemistry and Geography. There are a number of reasons for these particular choices of subjects.
The principal reason is that these two subjects are popular, giving a reasonable number of entries which could be matched to previous General Certificate of Secondary (GCSE) results. These will be used as prior achievement variables. They are the normal secondary school qualifications taken by most students at the end of compulsory education prior to any further advanced study. Total A-level entries are 30,910 in 2409 institutions for Chemistry and 33,276 in 2317 institutions for Geography. AS-level entries are only 3.5% and 3.8% respectively of combined totals. Given this small incidence and also noting that for present purposes modelling essentially different outcomes simultaneously would add to model complexity, the AS entries are not included in analyses In both these subjects only 1.8% of students had several A-level entries and in these cases all entries except the final one scored zero. Thus single best entry, indicative of achievement in that subject, was entered into our analyses without loss of substantive meaning. Another reason for the choice of these two subjects is that they have distinct distributions of grades. As Table 1 shows, the grade distribution for Chemistry was skewed towards grades A and B, whilst that for Geography was more nearly symmetrical. They therefore provide good examples in comparing model sensitivities to distributional shape.
( Table 1 about here) It was also decided to omit extreme small outlying groups of 0.36% of Chemistry and 0.37% of Geography students who had very low average GCSE scores well separated from the main distribution (3 or less using scores discussed below).
In many analyses of aggregate educational performance scores, transformation by normalising has been a practical way of overcoming problems in modelling due to the presence of marked ceilings and floors in the score range. This also helps with model assumptions of normal errors (Goldstein, 1995) . In this paper with single subject grade score responses experimentation with normalising transformations did not noticeably improve the error distribution of the data compared to using the raw point score. With a limited number of discrete values the effect of grouping is a likely caveat, but this is present even under transformation. A further point is that effects are more easily interpretable on the raw points score scale and also make comparisons between models for scores and the grades more direct.
A mean centred average GCSE score, GA, is derived from all GCSE subjects of the student with scores A*=7, A=6, B=5, C=4, D=3, E=2. This is used as a prior attainment covariate in modelling. Also used are available student level covariates, gender of the student (Females=1; Males=0) and centred age. The cohort is aged between 18 and 19 years with a mean of 18.5 years. We also introduce the mean of GA (Sch-GA) and Colleges (FE) are institutions catering specifically for students beyond the compulsory education age of 16 and are funded directly by central government through a funding council. In the main there is a heavier concentration of A-level work in the SFCs. There is a small miscellaneous range of other types (Other). In models dummy explanatory variables were formed with M/C as the base category. The examination boards involved in the study were Associated Examining Board (AEB), Cambridge (Camb), London, Oxford, Joint Matriculation Board (JMB), Oxford-Cambridge joint delegacy (OXCAM), and the Welsh board, WJEC. The latter has only a few entries and did not show obvious difference from AEB in data exploration. Thus these two boards were combined to form the base of dummies for other boards . Fuller details of these variables and their educational context in the UK is given by Yang and Woodhouse (2001) .
Statistical models for point scores
As a base for evaluating further developments we can formulate a standard variance components model for points with institutions at level 2 and students at level 1: We can now add to the model covariates such as are introduced in the previous section..
We can allow covariates which are polynomial terms in continuous variables, interactions between main factors and so on. We write
Here is a vector of fixed effect coefficients associated with such factors and covariates in the data vector . Goldstein (1995) gives terminology and details of fitting such types of model.
As other researchers have shown, we need in general to fit random coefficients models to adequately describe institution level variation (O'Donoghue et al, 1996; Goldstein and Spiegelhalter,1996; Yang and Woodhouse, 2001) . Extending by these means we have a model of the form
.
Usually, but not always, most of the Z variables are a subset of the X variables. The elements of u are random variables at the institution level and are assumed dependent multivariate normal with expectation zero.
T j
In the following analyses variants of models of types (1), (2) In particular the logit (inverse logistic), complementary log-log (inverse Weibull) and probit (inverse normal) are frequently used. Conceptually a set of thresholds or cut-points on this link scale for each individual are determined by the individual's probability distribution over the grades and vice-versa (Bock, 1975 McCullagh, 1980; Hedeker & Gibbons, 1994; Fielding, 1999 ) is through the notion of an unmeasured and arbitrarily scaled latent variable. This is assumed to underlie the ordered grades and varies continuously along the real line. The ordered categories represent contiguous intervals on this variable with unknown but fixed thresholds. The latent response is assumed governed by a linear model, and in our case a multilevel linear model. Different distributional assumptions about the latent variable may be shown to generate particular generalised linear models for ordered categories of the type under consideration. There are some advantages in these ideas since interpretation of results can be made directly on the scale of the latent variable. However, here we shall not be directly concerned with such an interpretation since our principal aim is to compare the different kinds of inferences arising from the Normal points and ordinal models. However, Fielding and Yang (1999) further discuss this idea. Also, when we allow more complexity in randomly varying thresholds as we do later in the paper, it is not clear that latent variable interpretations can be easily adapted. Goldstein (1995) discusses the formulation of these models in a multilevel context. In the main we deal with logit models. Comparable to the base variance components model (1)
A fit to model (4) estimates a series of marginal location cut-points conceptually similar to the intercept of model (1). Again for the educational establishment there is a single random effect u which is assumed ~. Individual responses follows a multinomial distribution determined by their set of grade probabilities, although estimation procedures can allow for extra-multinomial variation (Goldstein, 1995) th
1 Even when multinomial variation may be assumed there may be advantages in estimator quality by allowing an extra multinomial parameter to operate (see Yang, 1997; Fielding and Yang, 1999) ). We have allowed it in our present analyses though its estimate usually suggests multinomial variation is appropriate.
Analogously to model (2) we extend the basic model by adding to the model appropriate fixed effect covariates. We now have
This model possess the proportional odds property (McCullagh, 1980 ). For all s the fixed or random effects operate on cumulative odds by a constant multiplicative factors. More detailed explanation of this and an illustration of parameter interpretation is given by Yang (2001) .
Further, by analogy with the random coefficients model (3) we have
This has similar normality assumptions about the vector of random components . j u
Comparison of results between the Normal point score and the ordinal models
To fit the normal models we use the iterative generalised least squares (IGLS) procedures of MLwiN (Rasbash et al, 1999) . Ordinal model results all use penalised quasi-likelihood in the MLwiN macros MULTICAT , incorporating the improved 2 A referee of this paper has suggested that as written this model might imply that the sign of a β k is the reverse of the direction of the effect of a variable on the underlying response. This is usually a consequence of an upward shift in probabilities cumulated upwards on the ordered scale implying a downward shift in the response. This often causes confusion in interpreting results. Attempts to remove this by inserting negative signs before the β k and random effects have often been suggested, but this may cause further confusion (Fielding, 1999) . In our formulation and as defined our cumulation is downward on the grade scale and both these interpretational difficulties are removed. The signs of the coefficients will be the same as the direction of effects on the underlying response. We feel that this may possibly be adopted in standard practice to good effect.
second order procedures (PQL2) of Goldstein and Rasbash (1996) . Yang (1997) discusses the validity and statistical properties of these estimators.
In this section we compare parameter estimates and individual institution residual estimates for the normal and ordinal models. Table 2 provides the comparative results for base models (1) and (4). Tables 3 and 4 give results for two variants of models (2) and (5). Firstly we adjust for a range of background characteristics of student, institution, and exam board but exclude the main intake ability characteristic, student GCSE average. Table 4 then adds variables derived from the latter in various ways. In particular polynomial terms in GA are introduced (GA^2, GA^3, GA^4), interactions of these with gender (GA-F, GA^2-F, GA^3-F), and the aggregated institutional level intake score.
This is a useful extension since it draws a distinction between control for extraneous factors affecting raw performance and assessing progress using initial intake achievement covariates. This is standard in educational performance research where it is desired to highlight types of control on institutional effects (Willms (1992) ). We do not attempt model selection here and include many relevant parameter estimates that on diagnosis are not statistically significant. Our purpose is a broad comparison of the models within frameworks familiar in educational research.
Since the parameters associated with the same variable relate to different scales under the model type comparisons we report as precision measures the standardised t-ratios of parameter estimates to estimated standard errors. The broad pattern of covariate effects are the same under normal and ordinal model assumptions. Generally , Ezzett and Whitehead (1992) have commented that major effects will emerge and are relatively insensitive to model formulation, though we may expect size of estimates to differ somewhat. In our case precision measures of regression parameter estimates are very similar between model types. Formal tests on these yield the same inferential conclusions. Impressions from either model type closely agree. No real difference in impact on broad substantive interpretation emerges. Precision of the school level variance is slightly higher in all cases for ordinal models but the improvement is barely discernable (Tables 2 and 3 about here) We can comment on the broadly similar patterns of covariate effects for models of The results in Table 4 additional have the additional prior achievement covariates at both institutional and student levels. Effect estimates in this table thus relate to 'adjusted performance' and relate to progress over the course of A level study. As before, conclusions from models (2b) and (5b) are comparable. In both subjects younger students make more progress in addition to having higher general achievement. However, boys now make more progress than girls despite girls being higher achievers, as also noted by O'Donoghue et al. (1996) . M/S and GM/S selective schools now lose their significant comparative advantage when progress rather than raw performance is the criterion.
However, the effect of IND/S is statistically significant in both subjects. M/M, GM/C and IND/NS schools make no significantly different progress from M/C in either subject.
GM/M seem to do worse but the effect is significant only for Geography. Sixth form colleges achieve higher progress in Chemistry than the base M/C type but no longer have the advantage in Geography. FE colleges show significantly lower progress in Geography but this does not carry over for Chemistry. The pattern of board effects for adjusted performance in Chemistry is similar to those on raw performance exhibited in Table 3 .
However, CAMB now joins Oxford in having significantly worse adjusted performance in Geography. Other board effects are again not distinguishable. All these general substantive findings are similar to those of Yang & Woodhouse (2001) based on aggregate A/AS points scores for the whole database.
( Table 4 about here)
The nature of GCSE effects
Prior achievement as measured by GCSE results have formed an input into the second group of models. It is this fact that often enables researchers to treat institutional effects as 'adjusted' and form a basis for a 'value-added' criterion. The way it operates in combination with other factors has been likened to economic concept of an educational production function. This paper and others O'Donoghue et al, 1997; Yang & Woodhouse, 2001) show that this production function should include many non-linear terms in the covariates. Thus in Table 4 polynomial terms of order up to four in prior achievement have been included to allow a possibly necessary fine nonlinear graduation of the response to this variable particularly at the extremes. Institution context factors such as Sch-GA and Sch-SD will also often have a discernible influence.
Sch-D may , for instance, be useful in examining what, if any, is the impact of homogeneity of school intake on progress. The gender differentiation of GCSE effects is represented by terms for the interaction with the female gender dummy variable.
As indicated by the t-ratio precision measures Table 4 the normal model evidenced significant polynomial terms in GCSE average up to the fourth order. The ordinal logit model required only a quadratic function. As a result of polynomial effects, the nature of the interaction of gender with prior ability cannot be simply expressed as a single additive element. However, the normal model exhibited interactions for both subjects but the ordinal model only for Chemistry. This may be due to the skewed nature of its response distribution over grades or could be related to differential impacts of ceilings and floors. In the context of primary school progress, Fielding (1999) notes that ordered category models seem to be more parsimonious in many circumstances and require fewer complex fixed effect terms. It is further noted there that this requirement may be conditioned by the response distributions. The results here seem to confirm these impressions. The normal model seems much more sensitive to the actual values of GCSE scores than the logit model.
In both types of model the effects of school intake contexts appear relatively small but with Sch-GA having a marginally significant effect in Chemistry and within school heterogeneity (Sch-SD) having a positive effect in Geography.
The use of ordinal models in predicting grade distributions
In A level work teachers are expected to predict A level performances for university entrance purposes. Normal models give score predictions which may be difficult to relate to grades. A more useful approach might be to evaluate the 'chances' that a certain student will achieve certain grade thresholds. Ordinal models have a very useful role in this area by predicting directly the probability that students with given background characteristics and initial ability will achieve certain grades. Normal models can only do this indirectly from the conditional means and variances and assumptions that grade boundaries are placed appropriately along the points scale (5.0 to 7.0, for instance for grade C). Using estimates from Model 5(b) in Table 4 , we illustrate in Figure 1 the 'chances' of achievement estimated for two female students having the same set of background covariate values but different GCSE average scores. Student 1, with a high GCSE score of 7.5, has a very high chance of achieving a Chemistry grade no less than B on A level Chemistry; while Student 2, with a GCSE score of 5, is most likely to achieve a grade no higher than D. Estimates from Model 2(b) in Table 4 for these two students give A level point score predictions as 9.8 and 1.9 respectively. Although they are roughly equivalent to grades A and E, they represent conditional expectations only. Using individual level variance estimates a predicted grade distribution could also be calculated from the assumed normal ( e.g. probability of grade C would be found from the area between 5 and 6 ). However, assumed normality on the underlying arbitrary raw points scale is crucial when applied in this context. Model estimates may be reasonably robust to departures from the normality assumption. Interval predictions may not be quite so robust. Even relatively small departures from normality in the true distribution over the raw points scale might yield quite different predictions. This is a further aspect of sensitivity to the arbitrary score scale and normal assumptions over it. No such fixing of a scale or constraining distributional assumptions are required for ordinal models.
( Figure 1 about here) 
Value added estimates using school residuals
We have also incorporated random coefficients in the models as in (3) and (6). Detailed results are not illustrated here. However, significant random coefficients at the institutional level for both model types and subjects were the female gender and the first order GA term. Thus we now have three random effects for each institution which could be estimated by MlwiN residual procedures. Models 3 and 6 in our discussion and diagram below relate to fits of models with these two extra random effects added to the models of Table 4 . However, we focus on the intercept residual estimates only. Since GA was centred these represent institution average adjusted effects or 'value added', as they often termed in the educational literature. They relate to males with an average GCSE score, having allowed in the model for possible differential institutional effects on students of different gender and prior achievement. This approach gave us a set of homogenous institution residual estimates that enable us to investigate mild changes of assessment of institutional 'added value' between the model approaches. We also diagnostically checked certain model assumptions for ensuring the comparability between models. The distributions of the standardised institution intercept residuals for the two models on both A-level subjects are very close to normality as seen by the normal plots in Figures 2 and 3 . Residuals from the model approaches are closely related.
The correlation coefficients and rank correlations between the institution residual estimates from each pair of models are:
Chemistry Geography Thus we now examine in detail some selected institutions. We choose four for each subject. Two of these are in the middle of the distribution of the institution residual estimates for Chemistry normal models . These are also examined for Geography.
Further, for each subject separately, two extreme institutions are selected. Some details on the selected institutes are listed in Table 5 . Table 6 shows the ranks of the residuals of the selected institutions in each model, the residual estimates and their standard errors.
Also shown are 95% overlap intervals (Goldstein and Healy 1995) converted into equivalent intervals of ranks.
[ Tables 5 and 6 about here]
The results show that extreme schools are detected with either model. In the middle of the distribution, however, there are often considerable differences in rankings. There is important sensitivity of 'league as we move away from the middle of the distribution. The same phenomenon occurs at the lower end.
Extensions of the ordinal model
So far the ordinal logit models have the proportional odds feature implied by fixed cutpoint thresholds not varying across observations. However, more flexibility can be introduced by allowing interactions of thresholds with covariates or allowing random thresholds effects across level 2. For example, as it stands, the fitted ordinal model in Table 4 suggests that the additive main effect of gender on the cumulative log-odds is the same across grades. Covariate changes shift only the location of the entire grade distribution keeping the relative odds proportional. We can relax this by interacting covariates with cut-points. For instance, interacting with gender means the cut-points for males and females are no longer separated by a single additive gender effect, and gender can affect cumulative odds non proportionally across grades. Indeed , there is some preliminary evidence that a proportional odds gender effect may not be tenable. In Table   1 in Geography, for instance, more female students achieved the top two grades than males and vice versa for the bottom two grades. The distributional differences between genders may be more complex than a constant shift in cumulative log-odds. The suggested non-proportional extensions can be fitted fairly readily by adaptation of the quasi-likelihood procedures in the MLwiN MULTICAT macros that we use.
Model with non-proportional changing odds
Model 7 below extends the fixed part of Model 5 in these directions. We focus on nonproportional gender effects since these have evoked our interest. ( Table 7 about here)
The results of fitting model 7 are displayed in Table 7 . They suggest definite interactions of cut points with gender and hence a non proportional effect of gender on cumulative odds.
( Figure 4 about here)
3 McCullagh and Nelder (1989, p155) and also Hedeker and Mermelstein (1998) comment that for continuous covariates this may unfortunately lead to negative fitted values for some values of covariates. In our case we have checked that this would not occur inside the observed range if we were to entertain non proportional odds for covariates in our data such as GA.
The ratios of cumulative odds of males to females at each threshold are displayed in Figure 4 and contrasted with the constant proportional odds ratios of Model 5. It is clearly seen that the overall negative effect of females estimated by model 5 on Geography was mainly because female students achieve relatively few high grades, having adjusted for their GCSE average score. For Chemistry there is a different pattern with relatively more females in middle grades and slightly more failures than a proportionality assumption would warrant. Differences in skewness of the distributions of grades in the two subjects may play a role and the importance of these is underlined by this type of ordinal model.
Random institution effects on cut-points for the distribution over grades
In the same way that we consider odds changing non-proportionally for different values of covariates we can allow non-proportionality of the random institution effect. This is achieved by allowing the cut points to vary randomly across institutions. Thus we now generalise model (7), which had a single random effect, by incorporating a set of grade specific cut-points ( Here, u 0 .
The Ω is a (5 x 5) covariance matrix of the separate random effects. For simplicity we also assume that the interacting gender coefficients are fixed, that is, there is no differential institutional effect by gender.
The estimates for model 8 are also given in Table 7 . The institution random effect parameters are shown separately in the lower part of Table 8 . The fixed part results show main effects similar to those estimated by model 7 for both Chemistry and Geography but there are some changes to the base (male) and female cut-points. From the random parameter estimates we see that there is relatively more institutional variation at grade A and F thresholds in Geography. For Chemistry the F threshold parameter exhibits most variation. Such sources of institutional variation at crucial thresholds may be potentially of more substantive interest then overall average levels of adjusted performance.
( Table 8 about Table 6 . These institutions could be interpreted as having relatively uniform effect on students across all levels of ability. Institution 1 has a below average conditional expectation of achieving at least either of the top two thresholds, about the same as average for above grade C, and above average for the proportion not failing or achieving above grade D. It would be interesting to examine the practice at this institution , which seems to have a better than expected overall pass rate but a relatively lower than expected achievement at the top end of the grading. This pattern is further displayed in detail for males in Figure 6 .1 which contrasts the predicted A level grades in Chemistry for typical males in Institution 1 with similar males in the base group of students. It will be noted that compared to the similar base group there appear relatively fewer in the bottom three categories but much higher proportions in Grades B and C.
For Geography the effect of Institutions 1 and 2 are approximately proportional across grade thresholds. Institutions 5 and 6, occupying the highest and lowest positions in Table 6 , have a profile of threshold effects that are parallel and consequently with a similar relative pattern but at different absolute levels. Given their general levels, the size of their effects declines relative to all institutions as we move through the grade thresholds. They are relatively rather better at targeting top grades than they are at getting students above low thresholds and passing. Institution 6, for instance, is not too far from average in its effect on top grade chances (and better than Institution 1) but its low overall position is due to 'deficiencies' at lower thresholds. 
Discussion
In this paper we have demonstrated a flexible range of models for educational grades treated as ordered responses. The operational definition of the outcome variable is at no higher a level of measurement than this. Assumptions of continuous response multilevel models with scores may thus be inappropriate, particularly since there are few scored grades. Statistical objections have ranged from those about the scaling implied by arbitrariness in scoring through to continuous distribution properties applied to discrete measurements and to bias in estimation due to grouping. A review of some literature on this is given by Fielding (1999) and a recent general contribution is Kampen and Swyngedouw (2000) .
From a practical and substantive view normal linear models are certainly useful and have the virtue of familiarity with very accessible methodology and software. Certainly, this paper shows that the general scale of fixed effects is relatively insensitive to model formulation. Estimated precision of the fixed effect estimates are also comparable, although little is known about how the estimated precision is affected by the discrete nature of the observed data. However, for institution specific details there are considerable differences between the models. In this respect it may be argued that ordinal models make fewer restrictive assumptions about the response distribution and provide conclusions which are less open to substantive query. Although the intercept residuals from models 3 and 6 are highly correlated, the location of specific institutions in their range can vary greatly. For instance, Institution 2 for Chemistry is at the 29 th percentile of ranked residuals on the ordinal model and at the 55 th percentile for the normal model (see Table 6 ). It is true that these positions are both subject to uncertainty but the question arises as to the appropriateness of the modelling if we want to draw substantive 'value added' conclusions.
From a practical point of view in educational research the ordinal models also offer as much information as do normal models, and it could be argued more. The 'newness' of ordinal models and (until recently) lack of suitable software may have acted as practical deterrent, but this is being remedied. The ability to convey predictive information through probability distributions, which cannot easily be done using standard models, is a particular advantage. Since grades and levels are standard modes of reporting it may obviously be useful to relate the interpretations of results to these. A predicted point score for an individual, even when contextualised in terms of the conditional mean of a continuous distribution, has less ready an interpretation when grades and levels are the medium of converse. The implications of the use of ordinal models in such practical areas as target setting within schools may be clear.
Ordinal models also seem to be capable of extension in substantively useful ways. Their characterisation in terms of grade probability responses permits flexible parameterisation for a variety of conditions. Our analyses have mainly been concerned to comment on the practical significance of this. However, these additional complexities also considerably improves the fit of models. A simultaneous Wald test ( available in MlwiN) on parameters , the interactions between the gender variable and the cut-points in the fixed part of (7) χ =261.7 for Chemistry. From a practical view we have seen, for instance, that by allowing cut-points to interact with gender we can study gender differences in distributions in greater detail. As discussed these differences go further than simply differences in average performance. By allowing random cut-points institutional differences can also be exhibited in more meaningful ways. They can be compared at important thresholds rather than through simple mean levels of adjusted achievements. Thus Institution 1 in Chemistry has lower grade A achievements than expected but it also has lower failures. Institution 6 in Geography has a considerable failure rate but does quite well in achieving high grades compared to other typical institutions. Differences between institutions in such respects might well engage the interest of effectiveness researchers and policy makers as of much if not more relevance than differences in 'average' achievement or progress.
An aspect of ordinal model we have not discussed in any detail is the nature of the link function. We have focused on the familiar logit. However, we have also carried out some investigations using a probit link which will be available in the latest issue of MULTICAT. A probit link is often interpreted in terms of normally distributed latent variable. Thus it might seem to fit more easily into comparisons with normal linear models. There is a conventional wisdom in the generalised linear modelling literature (e.g. McCullagh and Nelder, 1989; Greene, 2000) that important results are relatively insensitive to this choice of link. This is often attributed to the similarity of the logistic and normal distributions except at the tails. Preliminary results show some differences but none are startling. However, methodological work comparing logit, probit and other links in the multilevel context is under way and needs further advancing.
If, as we claim, ordinal models are worthy of more extensive application they need also to be developed further in a number of important directions. Ordinal models with crossclassified random effects at higher levels have been considered by Fielding & Yang (1999) . Multivariate response multilevel models for continuous variables are developed and quite widely used in education (Goldstein and Sammons, 1997; Yang et al , 2001 ).
In our investigations with Model 7 we compared the two sets of cut-point residuals for institutions which had Geography and Chemistry in common. A general impression conveyed was that there were two major groups of institutions. One group was those institutions whose effects for the two subjects were similar relative to all schools.
However, another major group had relatively high 'adjusted' performances in one subject together with a low achievement in the other. There are some interesting practical questions here about the differential 'effectiveness' of schools in different A level subjects and the relationships between subject grades at both student and institutional level.
Multivariate ordinal response multilevel model developments are required for this. Their characterisation is not so easy as the analogous continuous variable specifying normal correlation structures. Nor would their estimation be as easily adaptable from standard available procedures. Promising lines of inquiry which we have started to investigate for multilevel structures is log-linear characterisation of the multivariate distributions and multivariate logit and probit (Joe, 1997; Lesaffre and Molenberghs, 1991; Molenberghs and Lesaffre, 1994) Other developments we envisage are multivariate models for mixed continuous and ordered category responses, and to parallel the longitudinal binary response models of Yang et al. (2000) , variants for ordered categorisations. The latter situation has received some attention in the generalised estimating equation (GEE) literature (Lipsitz and Kim, 1994) ) but these are population averaging methods As such they concentrate mainly on ways of obtaining efficient fixed effects estimates and cannot at present be used to investigate the detailed structure of multilevel effects. Yang M, Woodhouse G (2001) Progress from GCSE to A and AS level: institutional and gender differences, and trends over time. 
